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1°

POS INTRODUCTION

A.I.S.E., the International Association for Soaps, Detergents and Maintenance
Products, together with the laundry detergent companies, have joined forces to
spread the message of lower temperature washing. Creatively supported by Saatchi &
Saatchi, they have developed the I prefer 30° campaign. The benefits are many, from
excellent cleaning results to protecting the environment. This campaign calls on you,
to help spread this message of lower temperature washing through many means one
of which is POS material.
This presentation gives an extensive array of exciting POS material which you
can create and customise with your own brand logo to promote this message of
sustainability. The POS material outlined here can be used across a whole range of
platforms from in-store wobblers and product tags, to outdoor posters and trolleys.
The POS material was designed in a way that highlights the campaign message but
never detracts from your product. The material is flexible enough that it can be
produced on existing POS material that you may have already developed without
encroaching on your design.  
Help us spread this valuable message of lower temperature washing and together we
can encourage people to adapt their washing habits for a better future for all of us.
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2°

on products in stores
Campaign branding element on washing machine
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2°

on products in stores
Product tag on detergent bottles or packs
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3°

on TEXTILE
Tote bag

In no case shall the logo be
presented as a care label
symbol on textile and clothing
products and/or textile tags.
However, it may be used by
textile and clothing retailers/
designers on point of sale
materials, bags and other
similar items in the framework
of the campaign.

nOTE:
do nOt use it
on clothing
care labels &
clothing tags.
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4°

in-store material
Stickers
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4°

in-store material
Wobblers or shelf stoppers
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4°

in-store material
Shopping bag
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4°

in-store material
Brochure/Poster

DRAFT - Work in progress - Final leaflet to be made available 15 Oct 2013 latest.
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4°

in-store material
Insertion in retailer magazine
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4°

in-store material
Trolley
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5°

OUTDOOR material
Poster
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5°

existing material
Window display exception
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5°

existing material
Clothing store receipt exception
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6°

pos Customisation – Unbreakable Rules
The must haves

All communication products
should contain the four key
elements of the campaign:
the wash tub (also referred to
as the “campaign logo”), the
Ginetex logo, the URL, and the

Wash tub

Ginetex Logo

URL “ www.iprefer30.eu”

Signature

signature.
These four elements must
be considered as constituent
elements of the campaign,
and should be systematically
used whether it is on the
visuals presented in the
guidelines, or any other
communication material.
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6°

pos Customisation – Unbreakable Rules
The must haves

The communication material produced in collaboration

Regarding the wash tub a partner can choose between

The campaign font should always be respected when

with partners should observe the following rules,

Option 1 and Option 2. Option 1 allows the partner to

customising the wash tub logo and all brand names

in terms of position and proportion of the signature

use the IP30 wash tub in its original form and simply

within the wash tub should be written in the Interstate

elements and the wash tub logo. The visual examples of

customise the signature as mentioned. Alternatively a

font - see section 4° for more details. The partners can

the customisation options described below can be seen

partner can choose Option 2 and include their brand

however  use their official brand logo as part of the

on the following page.

name as part of the the wash tub symbol.

signature customisation.

If a partner’s brand name is longer than one word
As a first overarching rule, the space for signatures

this can also be accommodated, as can be seen in the

Please see the next page for visual examples of the

should not represent more than 10% of the height of

visuals on the following page.

above guidelines.

the document. The space is divided in four squares
vertically, which will be used as a yardstick.

NB: for both Options 1 and/or 2, the partner may choose

As illustrated on the following page, the signature and

to use either its corporate company/organisation name

GINETEX logo should be positioned at a distance of two

or a brand name.

x’s from the left edge (left hand side); and the URL at
one x from the top of the space (on the right side).

It is important to note that the customised logo and

The logo of the partner should be placed centrally (in

signauture should never be used alone. They should

the height).

always be part of the 4 key elements which constitute

The words “In partnership with” (or their approved

the campaign as mentioned on the previous page.

A.I.S.E. translation) should always be used before

Further details on customisation, while respecting the

introducing the campaign partner name/logo.

4 key elements, can be found on the subsequent pages.
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6°

pos Customisation – Unbreakable Rules
In partnership with…

The communication material
produced in collaboration with
partners should observe the
following rules, in terms of
position and proportion of the
signature elements.
As a first overarching rule, the
space for signatures should not

x = minimum 5mm

maximum 30%
of the height of
the document
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x

represent more than 30% of
the height of the document.

In partnership with

partnerlogo

x
x

A minimum distance of 5 mm
from the coloured box should
always be maintained when
writing the signature. Whatever
distance is eventually chosen it
should then be replicated on all
sides of the white box.

x

maximum 30%
of the height of
the document
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x

In partnership with

partnerlogo

x
x
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6°

pos Customisation
Customisation examples

Tote bag

Wobbler
Product
example
tag on detergent bottle
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6°

pos Customisation
Customisation examples

Sticker examples

Wobbler example
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